LOCAL RULES TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE RULES OF GOLF

1. Out of Bounds (Rule 18): Defined by white stakes: the beach, boundary
fences (do not cross), the car park and road into the golf club, the
clubhouse and the practice green are out of bounds.
2. Moveable Obstructions (Rule 15): Rakes in bunkers.
3. Abnormal Course Conditions (formerly immovable obstructions)
(Rule 16): Casual water, all roads and artificial pathways within the course
boundary, distance markers, sleepers and woodwork used to define
pathways, wooden steps, stakes defining penalty areas (when ball is
outside such penalty area), water fittings and within two club lengths of
greenside sprinkler heads if there is stance or line of putt interference.
4. Ground Under Repair (GUR): Defined by blue lines. Relief from all GUR
and freshly sodded areas (compulsory drop). (Rule 16.1b).
5. Penalty Areas (Rule 17): Marked by either yellow or red stakes.
6. No Play Zone (Rule 2.4): The pond on the 9th/18th hole is designated a
no play zone. Entry into the pond is strictly forbidden and will lead to
disqualification from the competition being played in. If a player is unsure
whether his or her ball is in the No Play Zone the player may play a
provisional ball using the options of either stroke-and-distance or going
back-on-the-line (see Rule 17.1d).
7. Distance Measuring Devices (Rule 4.3): A player may obtain distance
information by using a device that measures distance only.
8. Practising Before Rounds: Players are allowed to practise before their
round on the practise putting green or in the practise area to the right of
the 2nd/11th hole.
9. Temporary Local Rules: Always check the noticeboard in the Clubhouse.
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Repair all pitch marks. Replace all divots. Rake all bunkers. Enjoy your golf.
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